Fortissimo!

Great jazz for great events...
Fortissimo! provides great live jazz for every event or celebration.

Whether it’s a wedding, a corporate event, a dinner-dance, an anniversary or a special party, Fortissimo! sets out to ensure that only the highest quality musicians and performers are chosen to play fabulous music to enhance that sense of occasion.
Fortissimo! creates the music for your event by selecting from our talented line-up of experienced performing artists.

We offer a wide variety of jazz and soul styles and combinations, from intimate jazz trios through funky quartets and quintets to swinging big bands. Dynamic vocalists, foot-tapping rhythm sections and sparkling soloists... the whole ensemble for you to create your ideal musical accompaniment!
Fortissimo!
Fortissimo! recognises that as well as performing superb music, it's essential to look right.

So, our musicians always dress suitably for the occasion. We also understand that the professionalism of the performers and production team contributes significantly to the overall success of an event. Punctuality, efficiency and the ability to work around potential problems are skills we are proud of.
Fortissimo!
Organising weddings, parties and corporate events can be complex. Fortissimo! offers to make it easier by being your single source for all matters musical.

After an initial discussion about your objectives and requirements we provide a simple proposal for approval. Any element of that proposal can be adjusted and the final ‘scope’ sealed with a straightforward contract of engagement. Fortissimo! then takes over, leaving you to concentrate on all the other important aspects of your project. We want your whole musical experience to be stress-free and enjoyable.
WHAT'S ON OFFER?

Fortissimo! does the following:

- Recommends the musical style
- Suggests the event’s musical configuration (what type of music and when)
- Suggests the pieces to be performed
- Books the optimal musicians for the style and configuration required
- Provides amplification systems and all instruments
- Provides interval entertainment or pre-recorded music
- Arranges insurances
- Liaises with event managers

To find out more and to hear samples of what’s on offer, visit www.fortissimolive.com
Fortissimo!

t: 01865 820183
e: info@fortissimolive.com

www.fortissimolive.com